Conventional motion copying systems are capable of performing repetitive fixed objectives. Motion copying systems can be used to handle different objects and tools. The inertia of the handled object affects the total system inertia of a motion coying system. If the total system inertia of the motion saving phase and motion reproduction phase are different, it affects the force and position tracking performances during motion reproduction. Inertia estimation should be performed in order to expand the applications of motion copying systems. Precise inertia estimation of a motion copying system is a challenging task when the actuator grasps different objects. This paper presents a method to estimate the inertia variation defends on the grasped object and the inertia compensation of a motion copying system while reproducing the recorded motion with different objects. The inertia of the grasped object is estimated by using a simple harmonic motion based method. The performance of the proposed method verified and discussed based on the experimental results.
Introduction
The automation industry is moving towards replacing human involvement in many industries to reduce the cost of products and services. Developed countries are receiving the benefits of using robotic systems where the labor cost is relatively high. This leads to the rapid technological development because humans can become more involved in complex task handling. Human motion copying systems can play an important role in the robotics industry. Motion copying systems have been developed as a method to save and reproduce human motion. A motion copying system consists of a motion saving phase and a motion reproduction phase. First, the motion of the human operator is stored in a database by using a bilateral control system during the motion saving phase (1) . Thereby, the motion of the operator is reproduced by using a pseudo bilateral control (2) between the database and the slave system. In the motion reproduction phase, the database is used as a virtual master system, where both the position and the force information of the human motion are stored (3) . The slave system follows the same motions, which are stored during the motion-saving phase. Thus, it reproduces the stored human motions, including the contact motions. As reported in (4) , the recorded motions can be reproduced even if the system has less degrees of freedom than the a) Correspondence to: M.K.C. Dinesh Chinthaka. Email: mkcdchinthaka-rd@ynu.jp * Graduate School of Engineering, Yokohama National University 79-5, Tokiwadai, Hodogaya-ku, Yokohama 240-8501, Japan * * Kanagawa Institute of Industrial Science and Technology 3-2-1, Sakado, Takatsu-ku, Kawasaki 213-0012, Japan * * * Faculty of Engineering, Yokohama National University 79-5, Tokiwadai, Hodogaya-ku, Yokohama 240-8501, Japan system of the motion saving phase. In (5), motion copying systems were theoretically and experimentally validated and their stability was verified, even if the environment changed between the motion saving phase and the reproduction phase. However, there existed some practical issues associated with human motion copying systems during the performance of an assigned task in different environments (6) . Stored motion data cannot be reproduced properly when differences exist in the disturbance (7) , inertia (2) , or external forces (8) , on the slave side, and the impedance change of the environment between the motion saving phase and the motion reproducing phase (9) in conventional motion copying systems.
Methods to overcome the problems of motion reproduction systems under different environmental impedances, different disturbances, etc., have been proposed by existing studies (6) - (12) . A proper environmental disturbance compensated motion reproduction system was proposed in (7). Yajima et al. used velocity information to reproduce the saved motion. This method is valid even if the environment location is shifted parallelly (6) . Takeuchi et al. have proposed a method to adapt the system to variations of the environment locations using time adaption control (10) . This method is suitable to the elimination of the force error in combination with contact motion. The impedance variation of the environment is another major problem in motion reproduction. Nozaki et al. have used a scaled bilateral control system to obtain haptic information. The impedance of the target object was calculated by using dynamic programming matching and the least squares method. The estimated impedance was regenerated by using a compliance control system (9) . The method proposed in (11) , is not affected by the mechanical impedance of the target object. In this study, an acceleration observer based method was used to perform accurate force reproduction at high accelerations. In (8) and (12) , methods were proposed c 2018 The Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan.
to reproduce the recorded motion under an external loading force without performance deterioration.
If there is a difference between the inertia of the master and slave systems, the conventional bilateral control generates an interference term in the force control system (2) . This interference term affects the performance of the motion copying system. Nagatsu et al. have shown that an acceleration controller in the modal space can realize decoupling control, even if there exists an inertia difference between the master and slave systems in a motion copying system (2) . However, the inertia variation between the motion-saving phase and motion-reproduction phase has not been considered thus far (6) - (12) . Inertia is a critical parameter in the development of sophisticated motion copying systems. Motion reproduction by considering the initial inertia of the system affects the robustness of the motion copying system. Therefore, estimating and compensating the inertia variation of a grasped object is more important in improving the performance of motion copying systems.
Inertia is a necessary mechanical parameter when deciding an acceleration command and torque command. Inertia estimation and compensation inertia can enhance the generality of many robotic applications (13) - (15) . Several conventional methods are available for inertia estimation, such as the acceleration motion test, deceleration motion test, and inverse motion acceleration test (16) . However, conventional inertia estimation methods need information such as velocity, acceleration, the dimension of the object, material distribution, density of each material, etc.
(17) (18) . Popular methods, such as the acceleration motion test or deceleration motion test are hard to practice with regard to narrow actuator displacement. However, a grasped object cannot be subjected to high acceleration because a high grasping force can damage the grasped object and the gripper. Perera et al. (19) have estimated the inertia of a rotary motor by using an acceleration motion test, deceleration motion test, inverse motion acceleration test (16) , and their proposed method, namely, the change of inertia observer method. Between any two methods, there exists 15% to 30% difference of inertia. However, the inertia estimation method proposed in this paper has a maximum of 1% error in comparison with the actual inertia.
Precise inertia estimation with different grasping objects is a challenging task. This method consists of a simple harmonic motion based procedure for inertia estimation. The advantage of this method is the possibility of moving an object at lower velocity and acceleration within a narrow displacement. In this study, first, motion saving was carried out by using the available system inertia. The position, velocity, and force information of the master system were stored in a database. Then, the proposed method was used to estimate the inertia of the slave system as it grasped a new object. Finally, the estimated inertia data were used in the disturbance observer (DOB) (20) , reaction force observer (RFOB) (21) , and to generate the torque command. Thereafter, motion reproduction was performed with the estimated inertia. The performance of the proposed method, which was verified by simulation and experiment, is discussed in this paper. The parameters used in the experiment are listed in Table 1 . 
Inertia Estimation of Motion Copying System
Humans can adapt their motion flexibly according to the change of an object. For the motion copying system to acquire such flexibility, the system must become adaptive and/or obtain plenty of information with regard to different objects. This study focused on adaptivity by autonomously detecting the change of inertia. First, a human motion was saved by the master-slave bilateral control system. Here, the initial inertia was used as the system inertia. Inertia estimation was performed before motion reproduction was carried out with different objects. Figure 1 shows the slave actuator, which grasped different objects before performing motion reproduction. To estimate the inertia of the system, first, the system was subjected to simple harmonic motion. Figures 2(a) and (b) shows the control block diagram and the actual system, respectively, which were used to drive the motor such that it acted as a virtual spring. As shown in Fig. 2 , when motion was detected by the encoder, the virtual spring generated a force in the opposing direction of motion. This virtual spring force drove the actuator with simple harmonic motion. The force relevant to the virtual spring was commanded by the motor driver's output current. To allow the gripper with an object to move during an underdamped oscillation, the virtual spring constant should always be selected. This virtual spring constant can be selected by considering the mechanical parameters of the actuator, such as friction and inertia.
The motion can be started at any point. This starting position is considered as the zero position and equilibrium point of the system. In practical situations, a gripped object is first moved to one direction, starting from the equilibrium point. Here, a virtual spring is loaded proportionally to the actuator displacement from the equilibrium point. Then, if allowed to move freely, this will result in simple harmonic motion around the equilibrium point. The periodic time can be estimated by a periodic time estimation algorithm, while the slave actuator moves in a simple harmonic motion. This periodic time estimation algorithm basically operates by sensing the actuator position with a linear encoder. First, time is recorded starting from the equilibrium position, which is considered as position zero by the algorithm. The algorithm records the particular instances when the object moves from the positive region to the negative region. Periodic time is obtained from the difference between these consecutive time instances. The system can be subjected to simple harmonic motion and continue the measurements for several cycles. Periodic time can be determined when the number of time records in the algorithm is more than two. The process flow diagram of periodic time estimation is shown in Fig. 3 . According to this calculation procedure, the periodic time measurement always starts after one cycle. Hence, the system inertia starts being estimated concurrently with periodic time. The graphical representation of the periodic time and inertia estimation will lag by one cycle relative to the angle of motion. When periodic time is a known parameter, the inertia can be estimated by the proposed method. Figure 4 shows a simple illustration of the actuator's simple harmonic motion. When the linear actuator in Fig. 4 is operated according to the motor control block diagram shown in Fig. 2 , the displacement of the mover, x, can be considered as zero at the equilibrium point. When the mover moves in the positive direction, at an instantaneous position where x = x, the resultant force act- ing on the motor, F, can be written by considering the forces acting on the motor in the right direction, as follows:
Here, the total system inertia M = M S + Δm. If the viscous friction coefficient is B and the coulomb friction is F fric when the external force on the system F ext = 0, the forces acting to the left of the motor can be expressed as follows:
From Equations (1) and (2) and assuming that F fric = 0, we obtain the following equation:
Equation (3) is a second order differential equation. If the amplitude of the motion is x m and φ is the phase angle, the solutions for the rotor position x(t) are given by Equation (4), as follows:
Where α is expressed as follows:
The angular frequency of the motion is expressed by Equation (6), as follows:
By considering the initial condition, Equation (4) can be rewritten as follows:
Therefore, at the maximum displacement point ω = 0, Equation (7) can be modified as follows:
If the initial maximum positive displacement is A + 0 and the maximum positive displacement variation is A + (t), Equation (8) can be rewritten as follows:
The natural logarithm of Equation (9) can be written as follows:
If the time constant of the harmonic motion's amplitude decay is τ, the following relationship holds:
From Equation (11), the viscous friction coefficient can be exressed as follows:
From Equations (6) and (11), the total system inertia, M, can be expressed as follows:
Finally, the inertia variation Δm can be expressed as follows:
A simulation was conducted with the C++ programming language to evaluate the validity of the proposed inertia estimation method. The motor control block diagram shown in Fig. 2(a) was used to simulate simple harmonic motion. By considering the mover position, an algorithm was developed to estimate the periodic time, as shown by the process flow diagram in Fig. 3 . The maximum positive displacement could be identified by the information of the mover position. If any n th position of the mover was x n , the maximum positive displacement could be obtained by x n−1 when it satisfied x n−1 > x n−2 and x n−1 > x n concurrently. When the periodic time and maximum positive displacement were known parameters, Equation (12) gave the estimated value for the viscous friction coefficient, and Equation (14) gave the estimated value for the variation of inertia. First, the simulation was conducted without considering the effect of Coulomb friction. When Coulomb friction was not present, the underdamped oscillation of the linear actuator was caused only by viscous friction. Hence, the maximum positive displacement exhibited exponential decay, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . According to Equation (10), the natural logarithm of the maximum positive displacement should be in the form of y = mx+c. The expected form was obtained from the simulation results shown in Fig. 6(b) . According to the simulation results shown in Figs. 6(c) and (d) , the estimated viscous friction coefficient and the system inertia from the proposed method were exactly equal to the actual values. Moreover, to evaluate the effect of Coulomb friction in the estimation, 0.001 N of Coulomb friction was introduced to the system. Owing to this Coulomb friction, the natural logarithm of the maximum positive displacement bent towards the time axis, as shown in Fig. 6(e) . Both the viscous friction and the Coulomb friction acted as damping forces to the free oscillation of the actuator and caused an underdamped oscillation. Hence, the presence of Coulomb friction subjected the system to an unexpected damping force. However, at higher velocities, the effect of the viscous friction was high in comparison with the Coulomb friction. The tendency of bending towards the time axis increased, particularly at low amplitude oscillations, because the effect of the Coulomb friction was higher by comparison. Therefore, for high amplitude oscillation periods, the estimation of inertia was more in accordance with the actual inertia. Figure 6 (f) shows the variation of the estimated inertia and the actual system inertia. The simulation results revealed that there existed a small deviation from the actual parameters because the proposed method did not consider the effect of Coulomb friction in the estimation. The effect of deviation increased with low amplitude oscillations. Table 2 shows the effect of the major forces acting on the system at different positions. The virtual spring force was proportional to the displacement, and the viscous friction increased with velocity. By considering all of the effects, it was better to perform the inertia estimation in the first few cycles to minimize the effect of the Coulomb friction. Even though the Coulomb friction was ignored, it still has an effect on estimation in practical situations. According to the simulation results, it is better to conduct estimations while the amplitude of the oscillation is higher. To estimate the time constant and the viscous friction coefficient accurately, there should exist at least three maximum displacement positions. The apparatus shown in Fig. 5 was used to obtain the experimental results of the inertia estimation. The inertia of the moving parts without an object was 0.55 kg. The characteristics of the linear motor are listed in Table 3 . The linear actuator was operated by using the proposed motor control block diagram shown in Fig. 2(a) . Periodic time can be estimated Table 3 . Parameter values in the same way as in the simulation. To verify the actual inertia with the estimated inertia, the object used in Fig. 5 can be changed from time to time. In previous estimations, only the maximum positive displacements were considered. In the experiment conducted by this study, the negative maximum displacements were also considered to improve the accuracy of the estimation. The maximum displacements can be identified from the information of the mover position. If any n th position of the mover is x n , the magnitude of the maximum displacements can be obtained from |x n−1 | when it satisfies |x n−1 | > |x n−2 | and |x n−1 | > |x n | concurrently. If the initial magnitude of the maximum displacement is A 0 and the magnitude of the maximum displacement variation is A (t) , Equation (9) can be modified to Equation (15) .
Natural logarithm of equation (15) can be shown as in equation (16) .
The magnitude of the maximum displacement variation is shown in Fig. 7(a) . Considering both the positive and negative maximum displacements increases the accuracy of the estimation while reducing the total time required by the estimation. Figure 7(b) shows the natural logarithm of the maximum displacement magnitude. This result is similar to the simulation results. According to Equation (11) , the inverse of the gradient of the graph shown in Fig. 7(b) was equal to the time constant of the oscillation.
The time constant of the exponential decay of oscillation was 0.7669 s for the selected experimental apparatus shown in Figs. 7(a) to (d) . The viscous friction coefficient variation is shown in Fig. 7(c) . According to the obtained data, the average value for the viscous friction coefficient of the selected linear actuator was 2.72 Nm −1 s. Figure 7(d) shows the estimated results with regard to the inertia of the system. The actual inertia of the system was 1.043 kg, while the estimated value was 1.0432 kg. The inertia estimated from the proposed method did not depend on the virtual spring constant (k). To verify all of the claims associated with the estimation of inertia, an experiment was conducted with different objects and different virtual spring constant values. The experimental results shown in Fig. 7 (e) demonstrate the validity of the proposed inertia estimation method. Figure 8 shows the experimental apparatus. This setup had four linear motors, two motors in the master system, and two motors in the slave system. The gripping actuators were marked as "actuator 1" in both the master and the slave systems shown in Fig. 8(a) . The inertia of the gripping actuator did not change with the grasping object because it only produced gripping motion. Below the gripping actuator, there existed another linear actuator, marked as "actuator 2", and was used to perform the linear motion of the grasped object. The combined system, including the gripped object, and the gripping actuator could move by actuator 2. The slave system was controlled by the master system through using acceleration-based bilateral control. In Figs. 8(c) and (d) , the red arrows marked on the mechanical parts indicate the gripping action, while the yellow arrows indicate the mobility of the mechanical parts when performing linear motion. The stator and mover are shown separately with respect to actuator 1 and actuator 2. When the handles of the master actuator moved towards each other, the shaft (mover) of the master actuator 1 moved to the left side. Because the master actuator 1 was controlled bilaterally with the slave actuator 1, it also moved in the same direction, which resulted in closing the gripper jaws. If the handle was moved to the left side manually, the entire system also moved to the left side. The coil body (mover) of the master actuator 2 moved with other attached elements relative to its shaft. The same happened to the slave actuator 2 in the bilateral control. Human motion copying by the apparatus is shown in Fig. 8(a) with regard to a selected object. Figure 8(b) shows the system while it reproduced the recorded human motion with a different object. The master system remained still while the slave system alone reproduced the recorded human motion. Linear actuators from the same model were used to fabricate the experimental setup. The actuator parameters are listed in Table 3 . The estimated viscous friction data can be used in RFOB to estimate the accurate reaction force in the motion copying system. If there exists friction variation between the motion saving phase and the motion reproduction phase, the method proposed in (22) can be used. Phuong et al. proposed a friction free disturbance observer with a dither signal for the motion copying system, which can be used both in motion saving and loading (23) . The dither signal reduces the effect of friction, while the friction free disturbance observer can suppress the harmonic disturbances in the force estimation. Because there is no contact motion during the movement of a gripped object, the friction coefficient changes were not considered in this study.
Motion Copying System
Moreover, in this study, the acceleration control based bilateral control mechanism shown in Fig. 9 was used to save the human motion. The control parameters used in the experiment are listed in Table 3 . The control methodology of the bilateral control system is expressed by the following equations, where the subscripts "M" and "S" represent the master actuators 1 and 2, and the slave actuators 1 and 2, respectively.
Equation (17) shows the relationship between the action Fig. 9 . Acceleration based bilateral control and the reaction forces, while Equation (18) shows the position synchronization. Equations (19) and (20) were derived to determine the acceleration command. Here, K f denotes the force controller constant, and K p denotes the position controller constant. The acceleration command depends on the external forces exerted on the master slave system and the position difference between the master and slave actuators (24) (25) .
The acceleration based bilateral control system is shown in Fig. 9 . At all times, the disturbance observer in the bilateral control system compensated for external disturbance. Equations (21) and (22) 
RFOB was used to estimate the external force of the system. The external force from the RFOB can be obtained as expressed by Equations (23) and (24) . The variation of inertia was not considered here.
Conventional motion reproduction systems focus on the repeated reproduction of recorded human motion. In general, the master system information is considered as human motion. Therefore, the master position response x res M and the estimated master forceF ext M are input into a motion database as human motion information (12) . This motion database can store information regarding the master position, velocity, and force, during the motion saving phase. These values were stored in a desktop PC as time-series numerical data. Moreover, x MDB and F MDB are expressed by Equations (25) and (26).
The motion database was used as a virtual master system, and the acceleration-based bilateral control system was implemented between the virtual master and slave systems. The proposed inertia estimation method was always performed with a different object prior to the reproduction of motion. This inertia variation can be estimated by Equation (14) .
Synthesis of Motion Reproduction with Different System Inertia
If the inertia of the slave system at the motion saving phase is M s , and the inertia variation at the motion reproduction phase is Δm, the estimated total system inertiaM can be expressed by Equation (27) . If the actual inertia of the slave system during motion reproduction is M act , the disturbance 
If the viscous friction and Coulomb friction are known parameters, the external force can be estimated by Equation (29). The acceleration command for motion reproduction can be generated according to Equation (30). Here, the recorded force data F MDB and the recorded position data x MDB are considered as the information of the virtual master system.
Finally, from Equations (29) and (30), the torque command of the slave system can be generated as expressed by Equation (31). The difference between the conventional method and the proposed method is the consideration of Δm. In the conventional method, Δm is considered to be zero, while the proposed method always uses the estimated Δm value forM.
As discussed in the above section, the reproduction of motion cannot be carried out accurately without considering the variation of inertia between the motion saving phase and the motion reproduction phase. This inertia variation affects the estimation of the disturbance force by Equation (28), and the reaction force estimation by Equation (29). Finally, the influence of the inertia variation Δm grows while the motor torque is generated by the acceleration command. Therefore, considering the inertia variation is more important for the development of a precise motion reproduction system. The inertia variation of the system does not affect the gripping motion. Therefore, the inertia variation Δm is zero for the slave actuator 1, because it only performs gripping action. Consequently, the inertia variation only affects the slave actuator 2.
The data estimated by the proposed method were used to evaluate the performance of motion reproduction. In the experiment, the value of 0.7 kg was selected as the inertia variation between the motion of the saving phase and the motion of the reproduction phase. The portion marked as "Conventional" in Fig. 11(a) shows the position tracking performance of motion reproduction when the inertia variation was not considered between the motion saving phase and motion reproduction phase. The portion marked as "Proposed" in Fig. 11(a) was obtained for motion reproduction with the estimated system inertia. The estimation of inertia can be identified between the "Conventional" and "Proposed" portions. Figure 11(b) shows the position error between the position commanded by the virtual master system and the position response of the slave system. A comparison between the "Conventional" and "Proposed" portions provides a better understanding with regard to the effect of inertia variation between the two phases. The same algorithm was used to perform the motion reproduction with Δm and without Δm. In all figures, the time duration from 17 s to 22 s was used to perform motion reproduction with the conventional method, while a time period of 30 s to 35 s was used for motion reproduction with the proposed method. Actuator 2 of the motion copying system could be moved by approximately 3 cm away from the midpoint. Actuator 2 was moved to both sides manually and was considered as the human motion to obtain the results. The maximum acceleration occurred at the motion direction changing point. Additionally, the conventional method indicated a good tracking performance with regard to following the position and velocity at low speed. However, according to the obtained results, the proposed method had a great advantage in force reproduction. When the acceleration became higher, the proposed method became more effective. Figure 11(b) shows a better comparison between both methods. The Same procedure was followed to obtain the velocity data.
The "Conventional" region shown in Fig. 11(c) shows the velocity following error in motion reproduction using M s . The portion marked as "Proposed" in Fig. 11(c) indicates the velocity following error in motion reproduction by the estimated inertia. The velocity tracking performances of both methods could be observed by comparing the "Conventional" and "Proposed" regions. From Fig. 11(c) , it can be observed that the velocity tracking error reduced to approximately one fourth, when the inertia variation was considered between the motion saving phase and the motion reproduction phase. Figure 12 (a) shows the force following during motion reproduction, when the inertia variation was not considered. Figure 12(b) shows the force following during motion reproduction by using the estimated inertia. The error of the force tracking performances of both methods is shown in Fig. 12(c) , where it can be seen that the force tracking error decreased when the inertia variation between the motion saving phase and the motion reproduction phase was considered. However, even with inertia compensation, an error of approximately 1 N was observed at the motion direction changing positions. The force was measured with the aid of the reaction force observer that was implemented for master actuator 2. The error depended on the velocity's rate of change and the inertia variation between the motion saving phase and the motion reproduction phase. In the experiment, the inertia difference between the motion saving phase and the reproduction phase was 0.7 kg, which is a relatively high value in comparison with the inertia of the master actuator. However, the acceleration was very high at the motion direction changing positions, in comparison with other positions.
Therefore, an error of approximately 1 N was observed at the motion direction changing positions. The proposed method should be evaluated not only with the magnitude of the error itself, but also with the error difference between the conventional method and the proposed method. In comparison with the conventional method, an error reduction of 90%, on average, was observed with the proposed method. According to the experimental results, the proposed method achieved good force tracking performance. The inertia variation exerted greater influence on the force tracking performance. The proposed method was more important for performing precise force reproduction. The above figures show only the external force response comparison obtained by the RFOB, which is similar to the case of the disturbance torque.
Conclusion
This paper presented a method of improving the tracking performance of a motion copying system by compensating for gripping-object-based inertia variation. The proposed simple harmonic motion based inertia estimation method was validated both by simulation and experiment. The proposed method can be used to estimate the grasping-objectbased inertia variation of a motion copying system. Moreover, the inertia estimation method can be used to estimate the viscous friction of the system. The method of estimating the viscous friction coefficient was verified by simulation, and an experiment was conducted to estimate the viscous friction coefficient of the experimental setup. According to the experimental results, the reproduction of motion by considering the inertia variation between the motion saving phase and the motion reproduction phase has considerable advantages over existing methods. In a motion copying system, grasping-object-based inertia compensation should be considered to perform precise motion reproduction.
